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SUMMARY
The Center for Media Engagement partnered with a local television news station to examine what
happens when journalists take a more active role in the comments on the station’s Facebook page.
Our results demonstrate that a reporter interacting with commenters can improve the civility of the
comments. The same was not true of an unidentified staff member using the station’s logo as their
profile picture interacting with commenters. We suggest that newsrooms have a reporter interact
in the comment section in ways that spark conversation and highlight productive comments. For
example:
•

Answer legitimate questions from commenters (e.g., “Good question, Mandy…”)

•

Ask questions of commenters (e.g., “What are your thoughts on that?”)

•

Provide additional information (e.g., “Here’s a link to the bill text.”)

•

Encourage and highlight good discussion (e.g., “Tom, you bring up something interesting.”)
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PROBLEM
Incivility can run rampant in online comment sections. From a democratic angle, incivility on news sites creates
reasons for concern. Social science research finds that incivility in the news depresses trust in government
institutions.1 Even more, incivility in comment sections can affect readers’ beliefs and even change what people
think about the news itself.2
From a business angle, some journalists worry that incivility-laced comment sections can damage their
reputation and can harm the overall news brand.3 Although news organizations can employ moderators to
remove uncivil comments from these online forums, the practice can be both time-consuming and expensive.
Some newsrooms are hesitant to have journalists get involved in online comment sections, believing that such
engagement could be a distraction from the primary job of reporting the news. Other newsrooms see the
comment section as a place to learn from and engage with the news audience, as well as build loyalty to the
news outlet. Our study seeks to uncover whether newsroom engagement in the comment section has benefits.
With this in mind, we conducted a field study with a media partner to examine what happens when journalists
take a more active role in comment sections. We looked at what happens when newsroom staff engages in
comment sections – does having a reporter or a staff member from the newsroom change the substance of the
comments?

KEY FINDINGS
To reduce uncivil comments, have a reporter interact in the comment section in ways that spark conversation
and highlight productive comments. For example:
•

Answer legitimate questions from commenters (e.g., “Good question, Mandy…”)

•

Ask questions of commenters (e.g., “What are your thoughts on that?”)

•

Provide additional information (e.g., “Here’s a link to the bill text.”)

•

Encourage and highlight good discussion (e.g., “Tom, you bring up something interesting.”)
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NEWSROOMS
Optimistically, online comment sections offer a forum for gathering and sharing diverse opinions. Newsrooms
have much to gain from these spaces – a loyal online community, feedback on the news, and a reason for visitors
to come back and spend more time on the site. But the potential downsides are daunting.
News comment sections – while hopeful representations of what democratic participation online could be – can
turn into uncivil hotbeds of distortion, attack, and vulgarity.4 Uncivil comment sections can change impressions
of the news and may hurt the news brand. How can news organizations foster the benefits of comment sections
and limit the downsides? Our research offers a practical suggestion. Reporters can get involved in the comment
section, engaging politely with site visitors. Although this task may seem too time-consuming, the reporter and
station in our study did not expend extraordinary efforts– the reporter interacted, on average, just over four
times a day. This practice reduced, although did not cure, incivility in Facebook comments.

THE STUDY
In our study, we partnered with a local television news station with a vibrant Facebook community. The station
was an affiliate of a major television network in a top-50 Designated Market Area (DMA). Over 40,000 people
had liked the station’s Facebook page at the time of the study.
The study took place between December 2012 and April 2013.5 For each day of the study, the station posted
a political story on Facebook and then varied their interactions with commenters according to a randomized
schedule.6
One of three things happened on each of the 70 days of the study:
•

Reporter Interaction: The station’s well-known political reporter would comment and respond to
commenters.

•

Station Interaction: The station’s web team, using the station’s logo as their identity, would interact in
the comment section.

•

No Interaction: No one from the station would interact in the comment section.

We gave the reporter and the station several tips for interacting on the site:7
•

Responding to questions. For example, the reporter posted the following when a commenter asked a
question of her fellow commenters: “Good question, Mandy. That would seem to me where legal clashes
could happen. I believe the Nebraska bill does include exceptions for the life of the mother.”8

•

Asking questions. Some of the interactions involved asking questions related to the post topic, such
as: “We hear from both parties about the issue of undocumented immigrants being freed from federal
custody. What are your thoughts on that?”
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•

Providing additional information. When the reporter or station had more information to offer, they were
encouraged to add these additional insights to the discussion. For example, the reporter shared this
comment and a hyperlink in a discussion related to regulating medical marijuana: “FYI, here’s the text of
the bill filed by State Rep. Smith. Just in case you’d enjoy some light reading: [LINK]”

•

Encouraging and highlighting good discussion. The reporter and station recognized commenters who
were adding to the depth and breadth of the online conversation. In the following example, the reporter
acknowledged the contribution of a commenter and then used his comment to ask a question: “Tom,
you bring up something interesting: This issue is often seen as ‘Democrats vs. Republicans’ as much
as it is seen as ‘Pro-Choice vs. Pro-Life.’ I’m curious, do any of you consider yourselves pro-choice
Republicans or pro-life Democrats?”

Research Findings
•

No effects on number of comments
The number of comments was unrelated to whether the station or reporter interacted in the comment
section.9

•

Reduced incivility with reporter interaction
When the reporter interacted in the comment section, incivility declined. As shown in the figure below,
the chances of an uncivil comment declined by 17 percent when a reporter interacted in the comment
section compared to when no one interacted. When the station interacted, it had no effect on the
incivility of comments.10

Three explanations may account for the reporter interaction reducing incivility, but not the station. First,
the reporter commented more per post than did the station. For posts where the station interacted with
commenters, the station had an average of 1.13 comments. On average, the reporter wrote 4.48 comments on
posts where he was tasked with interacting. Higher rates of commenting may explain why the reporter, and not
the station, reduced incivility.
Second, the station had, from time to time, commented in the past. The novelty of the reporter interacting may
account for the results.
Third, it is possible that seeing a recognizable reporter from the news broadcast – as opposed to a generic
station logo accompanying each comment – sparked additional civility. This study cannot sort out whether one,
two, or all three, of these explanations account for the effects. What is clear, however, is that having a reporter
engage in the comment section can affect the civility of the comments.
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METHOD
We looked at all 2,408 comments that were left on the site in response to the 70 station posts and recorded the
number of comments generated by each post. After monitoring the site, we noticed that commenting generally
subsided within a day or two after the post was published. Thus, we archived comments three days after
publication. On average, posts received 33 comments.
To evaluate whether each comment was uncivil, we looked for a series of different characteristics.11 To be coded
as uncivil, the post needed to include one or more of the following attributes:
•

Obscene language / vulgarity

•

Insulting language / name calling

•

Ideologically extreme language (e.g.,“Sure, Jeffrey, that’s what it was. It couldn’t possibly be that the
majority of voters saw through the GOP’s distortions and their desire to only help the rich get richer. Oh,
and let’s not forget their plan to kick women back to the 1950’s.”)

•

Stereotyping (e.g., “I just don’t want them to smoke & drive. Like drunks do. Let’s make streets safer not
worse.”)

•

Exaggerated argument (e.g., “HAH! They’ll never do it! These A@$#***les make wayyy too much moola
off the public for this stuff.”)

Any comment that contained any of these characteristics was coded as uncivil. Across all of the comments, we
coded 47% as uncivil.
Additional Attributes
In addition to the attributes previously mentioned, we also coded for several other attributes of the posts and
comments which were controlled in our analysis.
Post Attributes
•

Topic. Posts discussed crime / guns (26%), economy (26%), education (30%), and health (23%). Posts
could be coded for multiple categories; for example, a post about how state budget cuts might affect
education would fall under economy and education.

•

Conversation Starter. we recorded whether each post included a closed-ended question (26%), an
open-ended question (44%), or a discussion starter where commenters were prompted to participate
without a question (e.g., “Leave your comments below”; 31%). Thirty-one percent of posts did not
include an open-ended question, a closed-ended question, or a discussion starter.

Comment Attributes
•

Reporter / Station Comment. We recorded whether the comment made was by the reporter, the station,
or an audience member. Only 5 percent of posts were from the station or reporter. These were removed
from our analyses.
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Reliability
We went through several rounds of coding to establish reliability. In this process, multiple people coded the same
post or comment, and their responses were compared to see if they reached the same conclusion about the
content. For example, we measure whether multiple people identified (or did not identify) incivility in a comment
when following the rules we established for identifying incivility. To measure reliability, we used Krippendorff’s
alpha. Values of Krippendorff’s alpha closer to 1.00 indicate more reliable coding, with values in excess of .80
considered particularly strong and values in excess of .67 considered acceptable.

Reliability
Post Attributes
Topic
Crime / Guns

.79

Economy

1.00

Education

1.00

Health

.77

Conversation Starter
Open-ended Question

.88

Closed-ended Question

1.00

Discussion Starter

.86

Comment Attributes
Reporter / Station Comment

.93

Incivility

.77
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